Using afterimages for orientation and color to explore mechanisms of visual filling-in.
Simulations of Grossberg's FACADE model of visual perception have previously been used to explain afterimage percepts produced by viewing a sequence of orthogonally oriented gratings. Additional simulations of the model are now used to predict new afterimage percepts. One simulation emphasizes that the afterimage percepts are the result of orientation afterresponses and color afterresponses that interact at a filling-in stage. We report experimental data that agree with FACADE's prediction. A second simulation emphasizes the properties of the model's filling-in stage and predicts a situation where the afterimage percept should not appear. We report experimental data indicating that this model prediction is incorrect. We argue that the model is unable to account for this result unless the filling-in stage mechanisms are different from a diffusive-type process. We propose an alternative mechanism, and simulations demonstrate the system's ability to account for the afterimage data.